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David sat on the floor, adjusted his state, and opened the system panel.

His eyes fell directly on the lavish points in the last column.

[Lavish Points: 40015348]

He finally breathed a sigh of relief when he saw the figure.

Even though he knew that there would be no accidents in the system, he would only felt relieved when he saw it.

There were indeed 40 million lavish points.

His strength was about to take another qualitative leap.

He would become an existence beyond Sacred Saint from late True Saint.

He would not have to worry about the four True Saint reputable elders of the Iridescent Sect and could easily rescue Celeste.

The Sacred Saint grandmaster of the Palmore family was also no longer a problem to him. David could take care of him easily.

The entire Star Kingdom would respect him.

Just like when he was the Master of the Milky Way in the Milky Way back then.

Since the strongest combat power in Star Kingdom was only Sacred Saint Rank, wouldn't it mean that David was already the

number one in Star Kingdom if he went beyond Sacred Saint Rank?

In reality, David never thought about being number one.

He just wanted to protect those around him.

This was true when he was on Earth, it was also true when he was in the

Milky Way, and it was still true when he was in Star Kingdom.

However, he had no choice.

Even if he did not want to, there were always people forcing him to make breakthroughs.

Every time he went to a new place, there would always be some things that would make him work hard to spend money to get

lavish points, which were then used to improve his strength.

When he first arrived at the Milky Way, he encountered the Sangruil Sinners colluding with the Nine-Headed Serpent Clan in an

attempt to destroy the Milky Way Empire.

Should David just sit back and watch the humans of the Milky Way being eaten by the Nine-Headed Serpent Clan? 1

Obviously not.

Then, he came to Star Kingdom from the Milky Way and met Celeste who was locked up in the ice cavern.

To save her, he needed to become a Sacred Saint.

Fine, he had to work hard to spend money to improve his strength again.

David calmed down and thought.

Ever since he got the system, it seemed as if there were a pair of invisible hands pushing him forward such that he could not

relax for even a moment.

Otherwise, how could it be possible to encounter such coincidences every time?

Of course, this was just David's conjecture.

It was more likely that he got the system and used up all his luck.

That was why so many things happened ever since.

Now that he had encountered these things, he had to find a way to solve them.

'Well, let's start!’

David first spent 300 thousand lavish points to improve his Body from the True Saint level 7 to True Saint level 10.

Then, he spent another 900 thousand lavish points to increase his Mind from True Saint level 1 to True Saint level 10.

Under the influence of the double limit of his Body and Mind, his strength reached partial Sacred Saint.

However, the ascension had only just begun.

What happened just now was just an appetizer.

Breaking through to Sacred Saint Rank was the main course.

After getting over this hurdle, David would become one of Star Kingdom's top fighters.

After adapting to the changes in his body, David clicked on the [+] button behind Body.

A window popped up.

[This breakthrough will consume 10 million lavish points. After the breakthrough, the host's Body will change from the original

True Saint level 10 to Sacred Saint level 1. Please confirm whether to proceed.]

Below were two options.

Yes and no.

David naturally chose yes without hesitation.

Another ten million lavish points disappeared.

The system displayed a line of words.

[The host's Body is upgrading, please wait...]

Then, David closed his eyes and began to feel the changes brought about by his breakthrough.

As David upgraded his strength, Star Kingdom was in a commotion.

The Saints Association issued an announcement.
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